789 Baker Brook Road

Danby, Vermont 05739

vce@vce.org

802-446-2094

June 12, 2012

Susan Hudson, Clerk
Vermont Public Service Board
112 State Street Drawer 20
Montpelier, VT 05620-2701
RE: Docket #7867 – Measurement Towers Request
Dear Public Service Board,
Vermonters for a Clean Environment (VCE) offers the following comments on Docket #7867
submitted by Seneca Mountain Wind (SMW) to construct four temporary wind measurement
towers (met towers) and associated equipment on mountains in Newark, Brighton and Ferdinand.
VCE has been visiting and documenting met tower sites on ridgelines in Vermont. We are
developing a body of evidence that shows a pattern of environmental degradation after the
installation of met towers; long-term rather than temporary environmental impacts after the
towers are removed; and in some cases the failure to completely remove towers or tower parts
resulting in littering the site.
Sheffield (First Wind) road to met tower showing run-off with no water bars (photo May 2011)
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Lowell (GMP) road to met tower showing uncontrolled run-off (photos July 2011)
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Deerfield Wind (Iberdrola) Eastern Ridgeline showing recent ATV tracks through delineated
wetland [pink tape] (photo April 2012)

A second area of ATV track through delineated wetland [pink tape] (April 2012)
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A third area on Deerfile Wind Eastern ridgeline where the ATV trail goes through a delineated
wetland. (These photos have been provided to Vermont’s Agency of Natural Resources).

This photo of the existing met tower on the Deerfield Eastern ridgeline shows the equipment that
must be frequently maintained, including windshield washer fluid (box under table and partly
empty container lying on ground), necessitating regular visits via ATV.
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Grandpa’s Knob (Reunion Power and Nordex) met tower site (photo June 2012). Similar to the
met tower access roads in Sheffield, Lowell, and Readsboro, we have found ATV tracks through
wet areas leading to the met tower.
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In addition to the environmental degradation occurring on the ATV trails leading to the met
towers, we have found the following failures to decommission met towers:
Deerfield Wind (Iberdrola) Eastern ridgeline (photo April 2012). This tower is lying on the
ground at a site that looks to have been cleared many years ago.

Deerfield Wind (Iberdrola) Eastern ridgeline (photo April 2012). A met tower broke in 2011 and
was removed. The anchor bolts have not been removed, and are sitting in a pool of stagnant
water.
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We take issue with the statement of SMW in its 6/4/12 response that “Once the MET tower is
removed, there will be no permanent impacts to the landscape.” Because the met towers are
being constructed in high elevation settings with very slow growth and soil regeneration, and
given the kinds of impacts that we have documented, it is most likely that it will take decades or
longer for these sites to recover. Field visits to existing and past sites by the PSB would verify
the substantial long-term impacts these projects have on the environment, including
fragmentation and habitat loss.
Deerfield Wind (Iberdrola) Eastern ridgeline (photo April 2012). This appears to be a very old
met tower site, perhaps ten to fifteen years or more. It is the site where the met tower parts are
lying on the ground. There is tree growth, but it is very slow.

Deerfield Wind (Iberdrola) Eastern ridgeline (photo April 2012). Active met tower site looks
almost as though herbicide is being used to keep the growth down. This site looks like a
wasteland.

Deerfield Wind (Iberdrola) Eastern ridgeline (photo April 2012). Inactive met tower site, again
we wonder if herbicides are being used to keep anything from growing.

Deerfield Wind (Iberdrola) Met Tower Western Ridgeline (photo June 2012). This is an inactive
met tower site. Based on the plant growth, it appears to have been cleared in the last year or two.
However, using available on-line satellite imagery we were able to confirm that this clearing
goes back to at least 2003. The impacts to the environment and the landscape are more
permanent than temporary at these high elevation, slow growth sites.
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Taken together, VCE’s documentation of environmental degradation at existing met tower sites
leads us to the conclusion that met towers such as the ones proposed for Newark, Brighton and
Ferdinand in high alpine locations, are not innocuous or temporary in their impacts. The areas
proposed for met towers in the SMW project are environmentally sensitive and deserve the
highest level of protection.
We recommend that the Hawk Rock met tower in Newark be denied entirely. The proposed
location is in an area where the state has made substantial public investment in conserved lands,
which supports the goal of keeping the land in its existing condition rather than allowing it to be
industrialized. The necessary regular and unsupervised access to this area for met tower
maintenance will likely result in the type of environmental degradation that we have documented
is occurring at other sites.
For the other three sites requested by SMW, if it is determined that the operational impacts to the
sites can be limited through permit conditions, we recommend that impacts from construction be
reduced by requiring helicopter delivery of parts. To ensure accountability, we recommend that
impacts from maintenance be monitored by an indepenent third party, such as the regional
planning commission or town planning commission.
We would also note that SMW’s request to place two met tower sites where met towers existed
previously points to a flaw in Vermont’s wind development process. SMW claims that the data
developed by the prior met towers is somehow inadequate or unavailable. The PSB should
require going forward that all met tower data obtained should become part of the public record.
The air that is being measured is public, and it will serve the public good to have that data made
available for everyone. Making the data public will eliminate the need for duplicative processes
more impacts to the environment, and more expense by developers.
The types of habitat loss, fragmentation, littering and environmental degradation VCE has
documented at other met tower sites must not be allowed to happen again. We ask the PSB to
act to protect the environment from further harm by this kind of development by denying a CPG
for these met towers, and where it is approved, to provide independent oversight of ongoing
operations.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Annette Smith
Executive Director

